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Non-obtuse Remeshing with Centroidal
Voronoi Tessellation

Dong-Ming Yan, Peter Wonka

Abstract—We present a novel remeshing algorithm that avoids triangles with small and triangles with large (obtuse) angles.
Our solution is based on an extension to Centroidal Voronoi Tesselation (CVT). We augment the original CVT formulation by a
penalty term that penalizes short Voronoi edges, while the CVT term helps to avoid small angles. Our results show significant
improvements of the remeshing quality over the state of the art.

F

1 INTRODUCTION1

Polygonal geometry processing has contributed many2

useful techniques to generate, manipulate, and manu-3

facture three-dimensional models. Examples are mesh4

smoothing, mesh deformation, parameterization, sur-5

face approximation, and mesh segmentation [1]. A6

significant number of these techniques is based on7

solving PDEs with the Laplacian matrix being in-8

volved in the computation. Therefore, many recent9

remeshing techniques focus on eliminating triangles10

with small angles. The condition number of the Lapla-11

cian matrix is directly affected by small angles and12

even a single bad triangle can have a big impact on the13

computation [2]. Somewhat surprisingly, there is very14

little work on triangular remeshing for avoiding large15

(obtuse) angles, even though obtuse angles have a16

similar bad impact on the computation. For example,17

the correctness of the fast marching method highly18

depends on the mesh quality. The obtuse angles in the19

mesh might violate the order of the node processing.20

In order to setup the Laplacian matrix, the defacto21

standard is to use the cotan Laplacian [3]. The cotan22

Laplacian is guaranteed to yield positive values if23

no obtuse triangles are present. Otherwise, negative24

values might occur requiring special treatment in25

many common algorithms, e.g., [4].26

In this paper, we present a novel remeshing tech-27

nique that avoids both small angles (< 30◦) and28

obtuse angles (≥ 90◦). Our main idea is to add an29

additional penalty term to improve state-of-the-art30

CVT-based remeshing. To prevent obtuse angles, we31

penalize short edges in the dual mesh, the Voronoi32

diagram. Our results show that we can produce very33
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good remeshing results on a wide range of models34

and significantly improve upon the state of the art.35

2 RELATED WORK36

There are many different techniques to remesh a37

surface, e.g., mesh simplification [5], mesh optimiza-38

tion with local operations [6], the active-front based39

method [7], Delaunay insertion algorithms [8] and40

variational approaches. The remeshing techniques can41

also be classified as isotropic or anisotropic [9], [10].42

In this paper we focus on isotropic remeshing. A43

complete survey of all the remeshing techniques is44

beyond the scope of this paper. We will concentrate on45

the approaches for isotropic remeshing that are based46

on Centroidal Voronoi tessellation. We refer the reader47

to a survey paper [11] for more details about remesh-48

ing and a text book [12] for the fundamentals of the49

Delaunay triangulation and the Voronoi diagram.50

Centroidal Voronoi tessellation [13] has been used51

as starting point for many remeshing techniques. The52

difference between the available methods is how the53

Voronoi diagram on surfaces is approximated. The54

parameterization based approaches [14], [15], [16],55

[17] first parameterize the 3D mesh locally or globally,56

and then perform Lloyd iterations [18] in the 2D57

parameter domain and finally map the 2D samples58

back to the original 3D surface. Rong et al. [19]59

propose to use the hyperbolic space as the parameter60

domain. Parametrization-based approaches are fast61

and efficient, but suffer from the distortion introduced62

by the parameterization. Instead of parametrizing the63

3D surface, Valette et al. [20] directly cluster triangles64

of a 3D mesh and compute an approximated CVT on65

the mesh surface.66

Another way of computing CVT on surfaces67

is to use the centroidal Geodesic Voronoi Diagram68

(GVD) [21], [22], [23]. Although the centroidal GVD69

can sometimes generate good quality meshes, there is70

no direct link between the meshing quality and the71

centroidal GVD, since the quality of the remeshed72

surfaces are measured with the Euclidean metric.73
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(a) (d)(c)(b)

Fig. 1. Non-obtuse remeshing of the Botijo model with 5K vertices and 10K triangles. The pink triangles are
obtuse and the blue triangles have small angles, i.e., less than 30 degrees. (a) Input mesh with 6k triangles; (b)
result of CVT after 300 iterations (8 obtuse triangles); (c) result of feature sensitive CVT after 200 iterations (231
obtuse triangles and 6 triangles with small angles); and (d) our non-obtuse remeshing result with 100 iterations.
Our result has no obtuse and no small angles.

While future work might generate good remeshing re-74

sults using geodesic distances, currently the methods75

based on Euclidean distances create superior results.76

Moreover, we are not aware of any existing work77

that uses a geodesic metric to generate non-obtuse78

remeshings on surfaces.79

To build a state-of-the-art remeshing technique, we80

believe it is the best idea to compute the exact Re-81

stricted Voronoi Diagram (RVD) [24] and not to rely82

on approximations. For the efficient optimization of83

the CVT energy, Liu et al. [25] propose to use a84

Newton-like solver, e.g., L-BFGS. Based on these two85

techniques, an efficient remeshing framework can be86

developed, which overcomes the drawbacks of pre-87

vious parameterization-based and discrete clustering-88

based methods. Lévy and Bonneel [26] propose the89

Voronoi parallel linear enumeration that uses Ap-90

proximate Nearest Neighbor (ANN) search instead of91

Delaunay triangulation to improve the efficiency of92

the RVD computation. Lévy [27] further improves93

the robustness of RVD computation using a combi-94

nation of arithmetic filters, expansion arithmetics and95

symbolic perturbation. More recently, Yan et al. [28]96

propose the localized RVD that enables remeshing97

with a low number of polygons. The RVD framework98

is also used for blue-noise sampling and remeshing on99

surfaces [29], [30], [31], polynomial surface fitting [32]100

and the modeling of minimal surfaces [33].101

A related concept is the “well-centered” triangu-102

lation where the circumscribed centers have to be103

located inside the corresponding triangles. Note that104

“well-centered” and “nonobtuse” triangle meshes are105

equivalent if vertex weights are not considered. Sieger106

et al. [34] propose to remove the short Voronoi edges107

by minimizing the summed squared distances be-108

tween inscribed and circumscribed centers of each109

triangle in order to improve the condition number of110

the Laplacian matrix. Vanderzee et al. [35] study the111

theoretical aspect of well centered triangulations in112

Euclidean space. Sun et al. [36] proposed to reduce the113

number of obtuse triangles in anisotropic remeshing114

by replacing the Euclidean metric with a hexagonal115

Minkowski metric. In the context of weighted tri-116

angulation optimization, Mullen et al. [37] propose117

to use the power diagram and regular triangula-118

tion to compute well-centered primal/dual meshes.119

More recently, de Goes et al. [4] improve primal/dual120

meshes using weighted triangulation. However, both121

methods cannot guarantee the non-obtuse property of122

the optimized meshes.123

However, none of the methods discussed above124

is able to generate a mesh without obtuse triangles,125

which is very important in mesh processing, e.g.,126

FEM simulation [38]. Non-obtuse meshing has been127

investigated in the 2D plane [39], [40], [41], [42],128

but this work does not directly apply to our 3D129

remeshing problem. The only approach for isotropic130

surface remeshing we are aware of is [43], which131

uses the quadric-based mesh decimation algorithm132

to generate non-obtuse meshes. Unfortunately, their133

method cannot prevent small angles. In this paper, we134

will address the problem of generating high quality135

meshes, without both small angles and obtuse angles.136
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3 REMESHING FRAMEWORK137

Considering the huge amount of literature in remesh-138

ing, it becomes a daunting task to determine the state-139

of-the-art. In this section, we propose a combination140

of multiple published techniques that we believe will141

give the best results among the currently published142

methods and we will give some explanation why ob-143

tuse triangles cannot be avoided. The building blocks144

we propose to use are: 1) CVT 2) The exact Restricted145

Voronoi Diagram (RVD) 3) The Feature Sensitive CVT146

extension and 4) Optimization based on L-BFGS.147

The input is a mesh surface M = {F, V}, and a148

set of samples X = {xi}n
i=1 generated on M. M is149

a 2-manifold triangular mesh consisting of a set of150

vertices V and faces F. The goal is to compute the151

CVT of the samples on the surface and to extract a152

primal mesh from the optimized samples that satisfies153

certain properties.154

3.1 Centroidal Voronoi tessellation155

Centroidal Voronoi tessellation of n distinct points (or
seeds) X = {xi}n

i=1 in R3 is a special kind of Voronoi
tessellation that minimizes the following energy func-
tion [13]:

FCVT(X) =
n

∑
i=1

∫
Ωi

ρ(x)‖x− xi‖2 dσ, (1)

where Ωi = {x ∈ R3 | ‖x− xi‖ ≤ ‖x− xj‖, ∀j 6= i} is156

the Voronoi cell of point xi, and ρ(x) ≥ 0 is a density157

function defined over the domain.158

3.2 Restricted Voronoi diagram159

To compute the CVT on mesh surfaces, we have160

to restrict the Voronoi diagram on surfaces, called161

restricted Voronoi diagram (RVD) [44]. It is defined as162

the intersection of the 3D Voronoi diagram Ω = {Ωi}163

and the mesh surface, i.e., Ω|M = Ω∩M = {Ωi |M}.164

Each triangle in the input surface is split and assigned165

to the incident Voronoi cells. Fig. 2 shows an example166

of RVD. The dual of the RVD is the primal trian-167

gulation, called the restricted Delaunay triangulation168

(RDT). The RDT is the actual output of the remeshing169

framework.170

3.3 Feature-sensitive CVT extension171

Feature sensitive CVT is proposed by [10] to inject
normal anisotropy into the original CVT energy func-
tion as follows:

FCVTf s(X) =
n

∑
i=1

∑
f∈Ωi |M

∫
f

ρ(x)‖As(N f )(x− xi)‖2 dσ,

(2)
where N f is the normal of a triangle f used for inte-172

gration (see Fig. 2) and As(N) = (s− 1)NNt + I3× 3.173

The parameter s ≥ 1 controls the weight of the normal174

anisotropy. We set s = 5 in all our experimental results175

as suggested in [10].176

Fig. 2. Illustration of the RVD computation. All input
triangles are assigned to their incident Voronoi cell(s).
Some triangles are split in the process (middle). Split-
ting such a triangle produces multiple smaller triangles
used for computing the integral of the energy function
(dashed white triangles in the right).

3.4 L-BFGS optimization177

The straightforward CVT implementation using Lloyd178

iterations moves vertices to the centroids of their179

corresponding Voronoi cells. This is a gradient decent180

algorithm with linear convergence [13]. Liu et al. [25]181

prove that the energy term has C2 smoothness and182

can therefore be optimized using a quasi-Newton-like183

solver, such as L-BFGS [45]. Since the new introduced184

primal penalty term in Eqn. 3 is also quadratic, our185

objective function can be minimized efficiently by186

quasi-Newton solvers.187

4 METHODOLOGY188

In this section we first describe our novel penalty189

term and give further implementation details how190

the penalty term is embedded into the remeshing191

framework.192

4.1 Penalty term193

As discussed in the previous section, the minimization194

of the CVT energy is not sufficient to remove obtuse195

triangles, especially when using non-uniform density196

functions. By analyzing the configurations of CVT,197

we can observe that the longest edge of an obtuse198

triangle is always dual to a short Voronoi edge. An199

example is shown in Fig. 3. Inspired by this simple200

observation, we propose to add a penalty term in201

the CVT energy function for the primal triangulation202

RDT, that penalizes the short Voronoi edges. The203

modified CVT energy function for eliminating obtuse204

triangles is defined as follows:205

F(X) = FCVTf s(X) + λ R(X), (3)

where R(X) is the penalty term designed for prevent-
ing short Voronoi edges. It is defined as:

R(X) =
n

∑
i=1
‖ ∑
(xi ,xj)∈ RDT

wi,j(xi − xj)‖2, (4)

where wi,j =
‖(xi ,xj)‖

‖dual(xi ,xj)‖+ε
. Here, a small value ε is206

used to avoid the denominator becoming zero. Also,207
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xi

xj

Fig. 3. Illustration of the relationship between short
Voronoi edge and obtuse triangle. The obtuse triangle
is shown in red, and the Voronoi edge that is dual to
the longest edge is shown in white.

(xi, xj) is an edge in the triangulation and dual(xi, xj)208

is its dual edge.209

In this formulation, the short Voronoi edges will210

contribute more energy and tend to shrink the corre-211

sponding primal edges to make the triangle more uni-212

form. Note that a restricted Voronoi edge dual(xi, xj)213

might not be a single segment. It might consist of214

a sequence of segments of the neighboring restricted215

Voronoi cells over the mesh surface. We found that the216

weight λ ∈ [0.1, 1] in Eqn. 3 gives satisfying results in217

all the experiments. Fig. 4 shows the effect of varying218

parameter λ. Note that in a recent paper [46], Renka219

propose a simple method that minimizes the variance220

in triangle area, which has a similar effect with the221

CVT formulation. However, as shown in that paper,222

they cannot eliminate all the obtuse triangles.223

Fig. 4. Illustration of the effectiveness of the weight λ.
Left: λ = 0 is identical to CVT; middle: an appropriate
value of λ = 1 eliminates obtuse triangles while ap-
proximating the input mesh well; right: a larger value of
λ = 10 smoothes out the details.

4.2 Implementation details224

We use the feature sensitive CVT introduced in Sec. ??225

together with our newly introduced penalty term (see226

Sec 4.1), which improves both the mesh quality and227

the approximation fidelity. In general, the feature-228

sensitive CVT extension results in better Hausdorff229

distance, but sacrifices some of the angle quality of230

CVT. This can also be observed in our results de-231

scribed in Sec. 5. For the RVD computation, we use232

the latest improved version presented in [28], which233

is able to handle surfaces containing thin sheets and234

self-intersections. There are four main steps of our235

framework.236

Initial sampling. In this step, we randomly generate237

n initial points on the mesh surface, with respect to238

a given density function ρ(x) defined on the mesh239

vertices and piecewise-linearly interpolated over the240

mesh triangles. For non-uniform remeshing we use241

the local feature size (lfs) [47], which is a popular242

choice in the literature.243

CVT optimization. We optimize the initial point set244

with the CVT optimizer without the penalty term245

and the feature sensitive constraint, typically for 30-50246

iterations.247

Valence optimization. The CVT energy function is248

nonconvex and has many local minima. Empirally,249

we can observe that vertices with valences smaller250

than 5 or larger than 7, which are called bad-valence251

vertices in this paper, almost always correpsond to252

undesirable local minima. It has been proven that253

the global minimum of the CVT energy function is254

a regular hexagonal pattern [48] in the plane. While255

no similar proof exists for surfaces, other authors256

also observed that removing bad-valence vertices by257

perturbation reduces the CVT energy [49]. We solve258

this problem by perturbing the bad valence vertices259

locally. For each bad valence vertex, we randomly260

sample a new vertex inside the triangles in the one-261

ring neighborhood. The newly sampled vertex is pro-262

jected onto the input mesh, and is inserted into the263

Delaunay triangulation. The old bad valence vertex264

is removed. Then Lloyd optimization is performed265

locally around these vertices (e.g., 3-ring neighbor-266

hood), while the others are fixed. Fig. 5 illustrates this267

process. This simple method works well since neither268

high valences (> 7) nor low valences (< 5) are not269

stable configurations. In all our tests, this simple per-270

turbation can remove the bad-valence vertices without271

adding/removing/teleporting other vertices, which272

helps the global convergence of the optimization.273

Fig. 5. Localized random optimization of bad-valence
vertices. Green: valence 6; Orange: valence 7 and
Blue: valence 5. The dark color stands for high/low
valences. Left: current configuration. Middle: a valence
8 vertex is perturbed. Right: after 3 steps of local Lloyd
optimization, the high valence vertex is removed.
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Obtuse triangle removal. Once we have a well dis-274

tributed point set, we add the penalty term in the275

CVT energy function and start the second stage of276

the optimization. It removes the obtuse triangles while277

keeping the good global distribution of the vertices.278

Finally, we optimize points again with the feature sen-279

sitive CVT (Eq. 3) and the penalty term for improving280

the approximation quality.281

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS282

In this section, we first analyze the remeshing qual-283

ity of the state-of-the-art CVT framework. Next, we284

evaluate our algorithm and compare our method with285

other remeshing techniques. The proposed approach286

is implemented in C++. The results shown in this287

section are generated on an Intel X5680 Dual-Core288

3.33GHz CPU with 4GB memory and a 64-bit Win-289

dows 7 operating system.290

Problem analysis. We analyze the remeshing quality291

of the proposed state-of-the-art remeshing framework292

with and without the feature sensitive extension. We293

observed that the feature sensitive extension always294

has significantly more obtuse triangles, so we only295

show the results without the feature sensitive exten-296

sion here. We let the optimizer run until convergence.297

Fig. 6 shows the number of obtuse triangles against298

the number of iterations. We can see that CVT cannot299

eliminate obtuse triangles even after hundreds of300

iterations, especially for non-uniform remeshing.301

Fig. 6. The number of obtuse triangles against the
number of iterations for CVT optimization. We can see
that CVT is able to get rid of obtuse triangles in a
smooth domain with a small number of points, e.g.,
the sphere with 1K points. However, if we increase
the complexity of the domain, as well as the number
of points, CVT is not able to generate non-obtuse
remeshing even with thousands of iterations.

Evaluation. We use the names CVT and CVT f s to302

denote the methods described in Sec. 3 and CVTnob to303

refer to our new method. We also compare with Ap-304

proximate Centroidal Voronoi Diagram (ACVD) [20], Ca-305

pacity Constrained CVT (CVTcap) [29], Maximal Poisson-306

disk Sampling (MPS) [30] and Farthest Point Optimiza-307

tion (FPO) [31]. In the first comparison we choose308

two example models for both uniform remeshing and309

adaptive remeshing, respectively. The comparison is310

summarized in Table 1. We can see that our algorithm311

is almost as good as CVT f s in approximating the312

original mesh, while having significantly better angle313

quality than any other method assuming that both314

small and large angles are considered undesirable. In315

the second comparison we only compare with CVT316

and CVT f s (See Table 2). Selected meshing results are317

visualized in Fig. 7 and more results are shown in the318

additional materials.319

Parameter analysis. There are two main parameters320

used in our approach. One is the coefficient λ of321

the penalty term (Eq. 2) and the other is the pa-322

rameter s that controls the scale of feature sensitive323

CVT. Assume that in the asymptotical setting, each324

restricted Voronoi cell becomes a regular hexagon, and325

the density function is a constant inside each cell.326

Denote r as the edge length of a Voronoi edge, then the327

CVT energy is proportional to r4, while the penalty328

term is proportional to r2. Since r2 ∝ |M|
n (|M| is the329

area of the mesh surface), we multiply the penalty330

term by |M|n for normalization.331

Another important parameter is the feature sen-332

sitive parameter s in Eq. 2. Fig. 8 shows the in-333

fluence of this parameter. In this example, we set334

λ = 1 and increase the value of s. As shown in335

the figure, larger s will introduce more bad-shaped336

triangles, while having smaller approximation errors,337

i.e., smaller Hausdorff distances.338

Sharp feature handling. We provide an alternative339

way to handle the sharp features of CAD models or340

boundaries. We assume that the sharp features are341

tagged by the user or given as input. We restrict342

the vertices whose restricted Voronoi cells intersect343

with feature curves strictly on the feature, similar to344

previous approaches [24], [30]. The vertices of the345

input mesh that are incident to (more than) three346

feature edges are identified are as corners and will be347

sampled and kept unchanged during the optimization348

process. Fig. 9 shows an example of boundary han-349

dling of curved surfaces, and Fig. 11 shows another350

example of handling CAD models with structured351

feature skeletons.352

Comparison. We first compare our results with the353

decimation-based non-obtuse remeshing [43] in Ta-354

ble 3. Our results always have minimal angles larger355

than 30◦ while the results of [43] do not have this356

property. Further, our approximation quality is better.357

Model Method |X| |4| θmin θ<30o % dH(×10−2)

Horse
[43] 9944 19880 15.03 0.18 1.31

Ours 9944 19884 38.4 0 0.46

TABLE 3
A comparison with the non-obtuse decimation [43].

While the results of the MPS [30] do not show an358
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Fig. 7. Comparison of remeshing with CVT, CVT f s and our method: uniform remeshing of the Elk model (1K
vertices), and adaptive remeshing of Kitten (9.8K vertices), Homer (7.5K vertices), and Bunny (8K vertices). The
obtuse triangles are shown in pink, and triangles with θmin ≤ 30◦ are shown in blue. From left to right: input
meshes, results of CVT, CVT f s and CVTnob (ours).
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Model Method |X| |4| |4obt| Qmin Qavg θmin θ̄min θmax θ<30o % θ>90o % V567% dRMS(× 10−3) dH(×10−2)

Venus

ACVD 3.0K 6.0K 466 0.25 0.84 14.4 47.6 146.3 0.36 7.77 98.4 0.76 0.74
MPS 3.0K 6.0K 0 0.67 0.85 32.7 48.6 90.0 0 0 100 0.67 0.68
FPO 3.0K 6.0K 377 0.57 0.85 34.2 50.8 107.1 0 6.29 99.7 0.64 0.71

CVTcap 3.0K 6.0K 1.0K 0.39 0.78 20.5 43.3 128.9 4.41 17.7 98.8 0.68 0.61
CVT 3.0K 6.0K 15 0.65 0.93 39.5 54.5 97.3 0 0.25 100 0.76 0.59

CVT f s 3.0K 6.0K 49 0.61 0.91 27.2 53.0 102.7 0.03 0.82 99.8 0.32 0.31
CVTnob 3.0K 6.0K 0 0.73 0.96 37.4 55.9 86.1 0 0 100 0.62 0.56

Genus

ACVD 6.5K 13K 913 0.47 0.85 29.0 48.1 118.6 0.06 7.02 98.1 0.45 0.44
MPS 6.5K 13K 0 0.66 0.85 31.3 48.5 90.0 0 0 100 0.41 0.65
FPO 6.5K 13K 737 0.55 0.86 33.1 50.9 109.3 0 6.14 99.6 0.42 0.59

CVTcap 6.5K 13K 2.3K 0.38 0.78 16.8 42.6 130.0 5.91 18.3 98.6 0.44 0.45
CVT 6.5K 13K 27 0.66 0.94 38.7 54.6 96.8 0 0.21 100 0.47 0.52

CVT f s 6.5K 13K 50 0.62 0.93 34.1 54.5 100.3 0 0.38 100 0.21 0.22
CVTnob 6.5K 13K 0 0.72 0.95 36.0 55.6 88.9 0 0 100 0.23 0.31

Homer

ACVD 7.5K 15K 2.7K 0.04 0.80 2.11 44.4 174.1 6.18 17.7 94.4 0.69 0.33
MPS 7.5K 15K 1.6K 0.56 0.82 30.1 46.4 105.8 0 10.8 100 0.52 0.30
FPO 7.5K 15K 1.2K 0.50 0.85 28.2 49.9 116.0 0.01 7.52 98.9 0.43 0.30

CVTcap 7,5K 15K 1.6K 0.37 0.83 21.3 46.2 131.1 0.98 10.66 95.8 0.37 0.20
CVT 7.5K 15K 56 0.65 0.93 38.1 54.0 98.2 0 0.37 100 0.49 0.20

CVT f s 7.5K 15K 108 0.50 0.91 27.4 52.5 113.1 0.01 7.21 99.9 0.24 0.16
CVTnob 7.5K 15K 0 0.69 0.94 33.7 54.5 85.4 0 0 100 0.31 0.17

Bunny

ACVD 8.0K 16K 3.3K 0.10 0.77 4.76 42.4 165.9 9.96 20.5 92.2 0.61 0.59
MPS 8.3K 16.6K 1.3K 0.400 0.83 33.9 53.9 103.0 0 0.29 99.8 0.47 0.34
FPO 8.0K 16K 1.6K 0.39 0.84 22.6 48.7 128.5 0.56 0.29 98.0 0.45 0.34

CVTcap 8.0K 16K 1.4K 0.39 0.84 15.6 47.3 125.1 1.04 8.46 98.7 0.43 0.24
CVT 8.0K 16K 10 0.64 0.93 34.8 54.2 98.8 0 0.06 99.9 0.53 0.37

CVT f s 8.0K 16K 492 0.32 0.89 12.5 50.6 128.8 0.43 3.06 99.5 0.43 0.26
CVTnob 8.0K 16K 0 0.75 0.94 35.5 55.0 84.2 0 0 100 0.44 0.49

TABLE 1
Comparison of remeshing quality with previous techniques. The best result of each measurement is marked in
bold font. |X| is the number of vertices; |4| is the number of triangles; |4obt| is the number of obtuse triangles;
Qmin is the minimal triangle quality, where the quality of a triangle is Q(t) = 6√

3
St

ptht
, where St is the area of t, pt

is the half-perimeter of t and ht the the longest edge length of t [50]; Qavg is the average of the triangle qualities;
θmin is the minimal angle; θ̄min is the average of minimal angles of each triangle; θmax is the maximal angle,

θ<30o % is the percentage of triangles with angles smaller than 30o; θ>90o % is the percentage of obtuse triangles;
V567% is the percentage of the valence 5, 6, and 7 vertices; dRMS is the root mean square distance, and dH is

the Hausdorff distance between the remesh and the input surface, which is measured by Metro [51].

Model Method |X| |4| |4obt| Qmin Qavg θmin θ̄min θmax θ<30o % θ>90o % V567% dRMS(× 10−3) dH(×10−2)

Elk
CVT 1.0K 2.0K 8 0.66 0.92 36.9 53.7 95.0 0 0.40 97.3 3.64 1.48

CVT f s 1.0K 2.0K 29 0.50 0.90 22.6 51.6 104.0 0.70 1.45 97.5 1.58 0.75
CVTnob 1.0K 2.0K 0 0.70 0.93 36.2 53.9 88.2 0 0 97.8 1.93 1.14

Botijo
CVT 5.0K 10K 8 0.67 0.93 38.2 54.2 94.9 0 0.08 100 0.74 0.33

CVT f s 5.0K 10K 231 0.51 0.89 26.5 51.1 114.8 0.06 2.31 99.7 0.36 0.33
CVTnob 5.0K 10K 0 0.70 0.94 31.1 54.2 88.4 0 0 100 0.48 0.32

Rockerarm
CVT 5.8K 11.6K 5 0.67 0.94 37.9 54.7 94.7 0 0.04 100 0.79 0.46

CVT f s 5.8K 11.6K 391 0.28 0.88 10.5 50.5 117.5 0.49 3.37 99.3 0.28 0.31
CVTnob 5.8K 11.6K 0 0.74 0.94 31.7 54.9 89.9 0 0 100 0.53 0.36

Kitten
CVT 9.8K 19.6K 6 0.67 0.94 39.2 54.8 95.6 0 0.03 99.9 0.32 0.22

CVT f s 9.8K 19.6K 119 0.52 0.93 26.4 53.9 112.6 0.03 0.61 99.9 0.17 0.14
CVTnob 9.8K 19.6K 0 0.71 0.95 33.6 55.3 87.1 0 0 100 0.23 0.21

TABLE 2
Comparison of remeshing quality with other CVT-based approaches.

optimization for non-obtuse triangles, the method can359

be configured to eliminate non-obtuse triangles by360

random resampling. We can observe that MPS is able361

to generate non-obtuse meshes for uniform remeshing362

problems. However, it never converges for adaptive363

remeshing.364
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Fig. 8. Illustration of the remeshing results with different parameters for feature sensitive CVT. (a) result of CVT:
s = 1, λ = 0, |4obt| = 79, dH = 0.41%; (b) result with CVT + penalty term: s = 1, λ = 1, |4obt| = 0, dH = 0.36%,
(c, d, e) result of CVT f s + penalty term: s = 5, λ = 1, |4obt| = 0, dH = 0.33%; s = 8, λ = 1, |4obt| = 113, dH =
0.20%; s = 10, λ = 1, |4obt| = 210, dH = 0.18%.

Fig. 9. Boundary and feature handling. Left: input
mesh (the boundary curve is shown in green); middle:
result of CVT with 14 obtuse triangles; right: our non-
obtuse remeshing.

Finally we compare with the recent work us-365

ing weighted triangulations that aims at generat-366

ing well-centered meshes [4], which is an improve-367

ment over the primal/dual Hodge-Optimized Triangu-368

lation (HOT) [37]. As shown in Fig. 10, although the369

weighted triangulation approach creates meshes with370

elegant primal/dual structure, it is not able to elimi-371

nate all the obtuse triangles. Since the weighted center372

of each triangle is not the circumcenter anymore,373

in the context of weighted triangulations, the well-374

centered mesh is typically not a non-obtuse mesh.375

Limitations. Our algorithm might not be successful376

in the presence of noise or when the density function377

changes dramatically (see Fig. 11 (top)). Our algo-378

rithm cannot eliminate all obtuse triangles along the379

sharp features. One example is the uniform remeshing380

of the Joint model as shown in Fig. 11(bottom left).381

This model contains sharp features and planar regions382

on each side of the features. In this case, once the383

valence of a vertex on a sharp feature is less than384

six, there will be an obtuse angle on the side where385

the vertex has only one neighbor. Another failure386

Fig. 10. Comparison with well-centered meshes gen-
erated by weighted triangulation [4]. The same number
of vertices are used in the remeshing. Left: input mesh
with 687 obtuse triangles (16.0%); middle: result of the
weighted triangulation [4] with 17 triangles with small
angles (< 30o) and 93 obtuse triangles (2.17%); right:
result of our non-obtuse remeshing.

example for adaptive remeshing of the Sculpt models387

is shown in the bottom right of Fig. 11. Some of388

these problems could be improved in future work,389

but certain configurations of sharp features inherently390

lead to small undesirable angles (e.g., two features391

curves joining with a small angle). Another limitation392

is that we do not provide a theoretical proof of the393

convergence analysis of the proposed primal penalty394

term that could guarantee the max/min angle bounds395

of the resulting meshes. We would like to address396

above problems as future works.397

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK398

We present a novel remeshing algorithm that reduces399

the number of triangles with small angles (less than400

30 degrees) and triangles with large (obtuse) angles.401

We augment the original CVT formulation by a pri-402

mal penalty term preventing short Voronoi edges.403

In this formulation, the dual term helps to avoid404
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Fig. 11. Unsatisfied examples. Top row: our algorithm
fail to eliminate all the obtuse triangles of the Gargoyle
model that has dramatically changed density functions
(left to right: input, result of CVT with 591 bad triangles
and final result with 143 bad triangles). As shown in the
top right, an obtuse appears in the transitional region
where the size of triangles changes quickly. Bottom
row: Uniform and adaptive remeshing of the Joint and
the Sculpt models with 4K vertices, respectively. Our
algorithm cannot eliminate all the obtuse triangles that
are adjacent to sharp features. The angle bounds
are [35.4o, 105.0o] and [31.5o, 101.1o] for each model,
respectively.

small angles and the primal term helps to avoid large405

angles. In future work, we would like to look for new406

applications of our non-obtuse remeshing technique407

and extend our concept of primal/dual optimization408

to volumetric tetrahedral mesh generation, which is409

preferred in applications such as fluid simulation.410
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